Three Bedroom - One Bathroom Duplex (704 SF - Field Road) *Unit rent does not include heat

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.
Two bedroom-One bathroom (603SF- No. Sachem- Gould Road)

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.
Three bedroom - 1.5 bathroom (1380SF)

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.
Two bedroom - One bathroom (1025SF)

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.
Two bedroom - One bathroom (1072SF)

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.
Three Bedroom - Two bathroom (1222 SF) (stackable hook up only)

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.
Two Bedroom - 1.5 bathroom (1026 SF) (stackable hook up only)

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.
One Bedroom - 1 bathroom (720 SF) (stackable hook up only)

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.
Two Bedroom - 2.5 bathroom (1250SF)

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.
Two Bedroom - 1 bathroom (832 SF - H/A- stackable hook up only)

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.
Two Bedroom - 1.5 bathroom (938 SF - stackable hook up only)

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.
Two Bedroom - 2.5 bathroom (1024 SF - stackable hook up only)

Please note: Floor plans shown are samples only and not necessarily to scale.